
 
 
 

RECORDS OF MEETING 
 

COMMERCIAL AUTOMOBILE COMMITTEE – APRIL 28, 2021 
 

Members Present 
 

 Mr. Thomas DePaulo – Chair Cabot Risk Strategies, LLC 
 Ms. Kristina Broskey  MAPFRE U.S.A. Corporation  
 Ms. Annmarie Castonguay The Hanover Insurance Company 
 Mr. Andrew Denton(1) Deland, Gibson Insurance Associates, Inc. 
 Ms. Sheila Doherty Doherty Insurance Agency, Inc. 
 Mr. Bryan Hurwitz  The Norfolk & Dedham Group  
 Ms. Mary McConnell Safety Insurance Company 
 Ms. Sharon Murphy Acadia Insurance Company   
 Mr. John Olivieri, Jr. J.K. Olivieri Insurance Agency, Inc.  
 Mr. Barry Tagen Pilgrim Insurance Company  
 Mr. Mark Winiker A-Affordable Insurance Agency, Inc.  
 Mr. David Zawilinski  Arbella Insurance Group 
 
 Substituted for: 

(1)Mr. Thomas Skelly, Jr. 
  

Not in Attendance: 
N/A 
 
On a roll call vote, the Committee unanimously approved the 10-day notice of meeting requirement. 
 

  
21.01 Records of Previous Meeting 
 

On a roll call vote, the Committee unanimously voted to approve the Records of the Commercial 
Automobile Committee meeting of March 16, 2021.  The Records have been distributed and are on file. 

 
 
19.05 Commercial Residual Market Issues 
 

Ms. Wendy Browne reviewed the commercial issues under consideration by the Committee, 
providing a current status of activities to address those issues.  She pointed out that the timing of several of 
the issues intended to be addressed through rate filings will be delayed due to the withdrawal of the 
commercial filing.  She noted that at today’s meeting the Committee will continue to discuss Transportation 
Network Company coverage.   

 
Ms. Browne further noted that one Servicing Carrier inquired about updating the Ineligible Risk 

Database to consider adding the ability for Servicing Carriers to indicate when a policy has uncollected 
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premium.  The Committee agreed that this would be a valuable enhancement to the application and would 
provide timely information to other Servicing Carriers.  Ms. Browne indicated that CAR would move 
forward to update the application to collect that information.   

 
 
19.08 Radius of Operation and Rating Territory 

 
Ms. Browne stated that staff had hoped to provide the Committee with a status report relative to 

the RadiusCheck software program being investigated for use as an information sharing tool to assist 
Servicing Carriers in validating radius and geographic classification.  However, due to the postponement 
of CAR’s meeting with Verisk relative to the test data file results, staff expects to provide the Committee 
with more detailed information in this regard at the May meeting.    

 
  

20.05 Transportation Network Services Coverage (TNC) 
 

Ms. Browne stated that based upon discussions to date, staff has updated the TNC overview 
document previously presented to the Committee at its October 2020 meeting.  She noted that the document 
describes the available types of TNC services and statutory insurance requirements and identifies 
recommendations relative to the proposed TNC endorsements to be implemented.  The overview, as well 
as the proposed endorsements and associated Rule amendments to the Commercial Automobile Manual 
were distributed as Additional Information.   

 
Ms. Browne stated that at the Committee’s last meeting, staff had presented members with a draft 

of the CR 99 06 – Public or Livery Passenger Conveyance and On-Demand Delivery Services Exclusion.  
The exclusion was intended to apply in the instance where there is a combination of public and private 
passenger type classifications on a single policy, and it specifically identified that coverage would be 
excluded for a private passenger type risk that engaged in TNC activity, without prohibiting the public 
classes from engaging in those activities.   

 
She noted that CAR counsel had expressed concern with the endorsement as written, as 

endorsements generally do not apply to a specific classification but are applicable policy-wide.  
Accordingly, following the last meeting, staff considered additional alternatives and researched the use of 
similar endorsements in the voluntary market.   

 
Ms. Browne noted that no changes have been made to the CR 99 05 – Vehicle Sharing Program 

Exclusion Endorsement to be filed for use with all commercial automobile policies, or to the CR 99 04 – 
Public or Livery Passenger Conveyance and On-Demand Delivery Services – Other Condition 
Endorsement to be filed for use with all public automobile classifications.   

 
However, based on Committee discussions and to address CAR counsel concerns, staff has 

modified its recommendation relative to the use of the CR 99 06 exclusion endorsement such that it be filed 
for use with all commercial automobile policies, except those providing coverage for any public 
automobile.  Ms. Browne noted that the recommendation will address the need to exclude TNC activities 
as intended under most circumstances and eliminates potential ambiguities when coverage is being 
determined. 

 
Mr. Barry Tagen questioned whether it would be more appropriate for the exclusion endorsement 

to be attached to every commercial policy, pointing out the scenario where the Servicing Carrier may not 
know when writing the policy that a vehicle on the policy will be involved in TNC activities.  He gave the 
example of a policy that provides coverage for both a social service vehicle and a PPT.  If the endorsement 
is used as staff has proposed, the Servicing Carrier would not attach the endorsement to the policy as is it 
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includes a social service vehicle, which is classified and rated as a public vehicle.  Further, it is possible 
that either vehicle then may be used for TNC services after hours.   

 
Ms. Hubley advised that staff recognized the potential exposure to the pool resulting from the lack 

of the exclusion endorsement attached to the multi-classed policies described by Mr. Tagen.  Accordingly, 
she noted that staff considered the development of a separate endorsement that would exclude coverage on 
a vehicle level basis, for those policies covering vehicles classes as public and vehicles classes as non-
public.  However, staff was concerned that this approach would involve significant work for Servicing 
Carriers and suggested that the resulting exposure to the pool was minimized.  Some Servicing Carriers 
agreed that this approach may be preferred but wanted to research the volume of such multi-classed policies 
and the systems requirements to implement a vehicle-specific endorsement.  Mr. Stephen Torres, CAR 
counsel, stated that excluding TNC activities on a vehicle specific basis by VIN would also address his 
coverage determination concerns of exclusion by class.    

 
With respect to Mr. Tagen’s example of the vehicle classed as social service enabled to be used in 

TNC activities, Ms. Hubley noted that it was staff’s understanding that this activity would be allowed.  She 
explained that CAR’s rating manual anticipates the possibility of mixed-use vehicles and the so-called 
80/20 rule addresses the classification and rating in these instances.  She asked that the committee confirm 
its intent with respect to the mixed-use public class vehicles. 

 
After some discussion, it was the consensus of the Committee that to assure that coverage on a non-

public vehicle would be excluded if the vehicle was being used for TNC purposes at the time of the loss, 
staff should investigate the development of an additional endorsement that could be attached to a 
commercial residual market policy to exclude coverage for TNC activities on a specific vehicle level basis. 
The exclusion endorsement would require a list of VINs and description of the vehicles for which coverage 
would be excluded if engaged in TNC activities.    

 
Ms. Browne stated that at the next meeting, staff would provide the Committee with modified 

endorsement forms and all required Rule modifications to the Commercial Automobile Manual.  She also 
requested that Committee members consider whether it would be useful to add a question to the 
supplemental application relative to the risk’s involvement in TNC activities.   

   
 
21.04 Impacts to Program Requirements Under a Combined Commercial Servicing Carrier 

Program 
 
 Ms. Marian Adgate advised the Committee that the Manual of Administrative Procedures (MAP) 
has been updated to reflect the combining of the Taxi, Limousine and Car Service and Commercial 
Automobile Servicing Carrier Programs into a single Program to service all classes of commercial 
automobile residual market business.  The modifications made to the MAP include updates relative to 
procedural aspects of the two programs as agreed upon by the Committee at its last meeting to ensure 
consistency among all classifications, as well as many editorial amendments throughout the MAP to 
eliminate references to the separate programs.   

 
Ms. Adgate noted that modifications were made to Chapter I – Overview, Chapter II – Servicing 

Carrier Appointment, Chapter III – Servicing Carrier Responsibilities, Chapter VI – Allowances to 
Servicing Carriers and Chapter IX – Compliance Audit of the MAP.  She presented to the Committee the 
more significant modifications made to the MAP, which were in Chapter III – Servicing Carrier 
Responsibilities, as follows: 
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• The billing plan requirements of the Commercial Servicing Carrier Program, including the deposit 
payment, installment payment plan, and finance charge requirements, will be implemented for the 
combined program.   

• The taxi application will continue to be used for taxi, limousine, and car service business.   
• The Request for Proposal requires Servicing Carriers to offer loss control services for all commercial 

classes, and is not specific to the taxi, limousine, and car service risks.    The current vehicle inspection 
requirement for taxi, limousine, and car service risks, which has proven to be a valuable part of the taxi 
loss control program will be maintained.   
 

On a roll call vote, the Committee unanimously voted to recommend to the Governing Committee 
the proposed modifications to the Manual of Administrative Procedures, as presented. 
 
 
21.05 Annual Evaluation of Market Need for ERP Appointments 
 
 Mr. John Metcalfe stated that in accordance with Rule 14 – Exclusive Representative Producer 
Requirements, an applicant for an ERP appointment to a Servicing Carrier must meet the conditions for 
addressing market need as determined by criteria established by CAR’s Governing Committee.  The 
approved criteria include a provision that an annual assessment be made to determine if a market need exists 
for appointments.  He noted that attached to the Notice of Meeting was the approved criteria and data reports 
to assist the Committee in evaluating accessibility to the residual market throughout the Commonwealth 
through producers experienced in servicing all classes of commercial automobile risks.  He indicated that 
the Committee should focus on determining whether there exists a market need for the appointment of an 
ERP without a voluntary commercial automobile contract and developing a recommendation for the annual 
determination of market need for the Governing Committee’s consideration.  
 

Mr. Metcalfe indicated that although there had been some inquiries relative to requests for 
appointment over the past year, only two or three appointments of producers already having a voluntary 
relationship have been made.  The Committee observed that the current data reflects results similar to that 
of the prior year and concluded that there exists ample access to the residual market through qualified 
producers throughout the Commonwealth with experience servicing complex commercial risks.  
 

Accordingly, on a roll call vote, the Committee unanimously voted to recommend to the Governing 
Committee that a market need does not exist for the appointment of new non-voluntary contracted ERPs at 
this time.  

 
 

 MARIAN ADGATE 
 Corporate Documentation Specialist 
 
 
 
 
Boston, Massachusetts 
May 11, 2021 
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Individual’s Name Company / Agency 

PLEASE PRINT 
 
Thomas DePaulo 

 
Cabot Risk Strategies, LLC 

 
Kristina Broskey 

 
MAPFRE U.S.A. Corporation 

 
Annmarie Castonguay 

 
The Hanover Insurance Company 

 
Sheila Doherty 

 
Doherty Insurance Agency, Inc. 

 
Andrew Denton 

 
Deland, Gibson Insurance Associates, Inc. 

 
Bryan Hurwitz 

 
The Norfolk & Dedham Group 

 
Mary McConnell 

 
Safety Insurance Company 

 
Sharon Murphy 

 
Acadia Insurance Company 

 
John Olivieri, Jr. 

 
J.K. Olivieri Insurance Agency, Inc. 

 
Barry Tagen 

 
Pilgrim Insurance Company 

 
Mark Winiker 

 
A-Affordable Insurance Agency, Inc. 

 
David Zawilinski 

 
Arbella Insurance Group 

 
Roberta Fitzpatrick 

 
Arbella Insurance Group 

 
John Magadieu 

 
Arbella Insurance Group 

 
Mary Ellen Thompson  

 
Division of Insurance  

 
Kathy Cormier 

 
MAIA 

 
Nick Fyntrilakis 

 
MAIA 

 
Pete Barton 

 
Safety Insurance Company 

 
John Ottaviani 

 
Safety Insurance Company 

 
Benjamin Hincks 

 
TSH & D – CAR Counsel 

 
Steve Torres 

 
TSH & D – CAR Counsel 

 
Marian Adgate 

 
CAR Staff 

 
Mark Alves 

 
CAR Staff 

 
Wendy Browne 

 
CAR Staff 

 
Shannon Chiu 

 
CAR Staff 

 
Richard Dalton 

 
CAR Staff 
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Individual’s Name Company / Agency 

PLEASE PRINT 
 
Timothy Galligan 

 
CAR Staff 

 
Matt Hirsh 

 
CAR Staff 

 
Natalie Hubley 

 
CAR Staff 

 
Cheryl Kopas 

 
CAR Staff 

 
Daniel Mason 

 
CAR Staff 

 
John Metcalfe 

 
CAR Staff 

 
Katy Proctor 

 
CAR Staff 

 
Lynne Rosenburg 

 
CAR Staff 

 
Allison Ruggiero 

 
CAR Staff 

 
James Robery 

 
CAR Staff  

 
Robin Tigges 

 
CAR Staff 
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